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Figure 1: Classification of existing work.
data that is stored in relational systems. Analytics on large JSON
data is valuable but expensive. Specialized tools for log file analysis,
such as Splunk [55] exist, but lack the flexibility and functionality
of general-purpose data management systems.
To speed up analytical processing of JSON data, a number of
approaches have been proposed. Figure 1 classifies them with respect to access performance, robustness to heterogeneous data, and
query optimization. SIMD-JSON [37] and Mison [39] allow parsing
JSON with up to one GB/s per core. However, querying documents
remains expensive because access to a single field requires a full
parse over the data. Relational database systems store each JSON
object as a string or use a per-object binary representation [52].
Both approaches are inefficient for analytical queries in comparison
with relational column stores. Sinew [57] therefore extracts complete columns to speed up accesses. However, it can only produce
good columnar extracts if the data mostly consists of the same static
document structure. Sinew does not handle changing or heterogeneous data well and updates are expensive because new document
structures change the global frequency of common keys. Reassembling shredded documents with different structures at a record level,
as performed with Dremel [42] and implemented in Apache Parquet [6], results in additional work during query execution: many
different optional fields have to be handled while evaluating the
access automata. Processing Parquet files is CPU-bound even for
purely relational files without optional fields [14].
This paper presents JSON tiles, a collection of algorithms and
techniques that enable high-performance analytics on JSON data.
The key idea behind JSON tiles is to automatically detect the implicit common structure across a collection of objects. Using this
structural information, we infer types, materialize frequently occurring keys as relational columns, and collect query optimizer
statistics – enabling performance close to that of native relational
column stores. Infrequent keys and heterogeneous (outlier) objects
are stored in an optimized binary format that allows fast access to
individual keys. All these techniques are automatic and transparent, enabling fast analytics on JSON data without sacrificing the
flexibility of the format.
We integrated JSON tiles into our RDBMS Umbra, which provides
SQL, columnar storage, a fast query engine, and a cost-based query
optimizer [34, 47]. Using JSON tiles, we leverage these mature
technologies, which have been developed in a relational setting, for
analytics on JSON data. This paper describes the deep integration
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Developers often prefer flexibility over upfront schema design, making semi-structured data formats such as JSON increasingly popular.
Large amounts of JSON data are therefore stored and analyzed by
relational database systems. In existing systems, however, JSON’s
lack of a fixed schema results in slow analytics. In this paper, we
present JSON tiles, which, without losing the flexibility of JSON, enables relational systems to perform analytics on JSON data at native
speed. JSON tiles automatically detects the most important keys and
extracts them transparently – often achieving scan performance
similar to columnar storage. At the same time, JSON tiles is capable
of handling heterogeneous and changing data. Furthermore, we
automatically collect statistics that enable the query optimizer to
find good execution plans. Our experimental evaluation compares
against state-of-the-art systems and research proposals and shows
that our approach is both robust and efficient.

INTRODUCTION

A plethora of data is created every day and forecasts show that
data volume will rapidly increase in the next years [43]. Much of
this data is semi-structured, i.e., it combines the data content and
the schema. The most common semi-structured format today is the
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), a human-readable plain text
storage format that allows representing arbitrarily-complex hierarchies. Large JSON data sets are, for example, accumulated when
logging software system events or collecting data through public
web APIs, such as the JSON APIs of Facebook [24], Twitter [60], and
Yelp [64]. Public JSON data sets are also used to enrich proprietary
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necessary and may therefore serve as a blueprint showing how to
extend existing systems with high-performance JSON support.

2

DESIGN OVERVIEW

In principle, JSON objects can have very complex structures and
each object can have a different implicit schema. However, in practice, JSON data is often machine-generated and has a fairly rigid
and predictable structure. The key idea of our approach is to detect
and leverage this implicit structure to speed up query processing.

2.1

Leveraging Implicit Document Structure

We explain the key ideas of JSON tiles using a running example
that consists of real-world JSON documents from Twitter’s public
API. Figure 2 shows a simplified example of 8 JSON documents
representing information about tweets. Every document consists
of an identifier, the tweet text, a create field, and a user object. As
is common in many real-world data sets, the attributes of tweets
changed over time. For example, Twitter introduced the famous
hashtags after user feedback in 2007 and further attributes like reply
(2007), retweet (2009), geo-tags (2010) were added over time [61].
Observations: As the example illustrates, the JSON documents
in a collection often have the same set of keys and, therefore, have
a similar implicit schema. Furthermore, the values for a key have
matching types as well. In the example, the identifier attribute stores
integers and the tweets (not shown in the example) would be textual
strings. Another interesting type can be derived from create key.
Although it is represented as a string because JSON does not specify
a date data type, a query will most likely use it as date object. These
observations lead to the insight that real-world semi-structured
databases often effectively contain relational information.
Consequently, using the key structure and observed values, we
can materialize the common structures as typed relational columns.
However, detecting a single global relational schema, as proposed
by Sinew [57], may be problematic. Simply materializing all keys
as columns may lead to many null entries. Using some frequency
cutoff, e.g., only extracting a particular column if at least 80% of
all documents have that key, may prevent relevant columns from
being extracted. In our example, the replies and geodata cannot be
extracted by a global detection algorithm that extracts all keys that
are represented by more than 23 of all documents.
Our approach therefore breaks the input documents into multiple chunks – which we call JSON tiles. We search for local substructures within the smaller chunks to find more common patterns.
We also automatically infer the data types and assume that values
that look like a certain type will most likely be used as such. The
small granularity of JSON tiles also enables parallelizing bulk loading as tiles can be constructed largely independently.
Outlier Handling: As JSON tiles collects document structures
locally, it is likely that fewer document structures are observed in
comparison to a global collection of structures. This already reduces
the number of potentially materialized but unused columns, and
thereby the number of null entries from absent fields. Because
tiles are restricted in the number of tuples, a higher percentage of
potential outliers, such as the missing geo-info, can be accepted.
Hence, JSON tiles does not miss frequent keys and is able to adapt to
changes of data objects and arrays, which results in a more robust
system. New keys are added to the materialized parts, whereas
removed keys are not extracted in future tiles.
Column Extraction: Because data is materialized into a columnar format, no semi-structured access computations are necessary.
The cost of accessing a column chunk is amortized by the number
of tuples scanned. Therefore, our approach achieves high analytical
columnar scan performance while being robust to heterogeneous
data objects or combined log data documents from different sources.
In the Twitter example, our approach is able to extract replies and
geodata into column chunks of the second tile.

Challenges

We first define three design goals before outlining how JSON tiles
achieves these goals.
Access Performance: Accessing attributes of JSON documents
requires document traversal. This traversal introduces a large overhead as every tuple requires a new lookup and all values are untyped. Accesses of relational columns, on the other hand, are cheap
– in particular in column stores. This creates a big performance
gap between JSON and relational attribute accesses. JSON tiles
gains insights during data loading such that data can be stored in a
columnar representation. This enables fast scans of JSON data.
Query Optimization: Traditional RDBMS collect statistics
(such as histograms and distinct counts) on each column. As each
JSON document is stored as one opaque tuple, the statistics are created based on full (textual) JSON representation. For example, this
would likely result in the number of distinct values corresponding
to the table’s cardinality. However, scan and join conditions usually
access individual keys, and such statistics do not help in estimating
selectivities.
For meaningful statistics, each document must be traversed and
statistics on individual keys must be gathered. For example, join
ordering uses distinct values of attributes to estimate the join cardinality. Without individual statistics, the optimizer relies on imprecise estimates. Thus, the query plan can be very inefficient [38]
(e.g., because a bad join order is selected).
JSON tiles exploits the structural information gathered during
loading to maintain data statistics. As the number of keys is unbounded, JSON tiles stores statistics on the frequent keys for precise
estimates. This enables complex multi-table queries without having
to manually transform the data to a relational schema first.
Robustness on Heterogeneous Data: The convenience of
putting arbitrary documents into the database is often the primary
reason for choosing semi-structured formats. Although the structure of objects is not arbitrary in practice, many data sets contain
heterogeneous document types. Consequently, the storage engine
needs to adapt to heterogeneous documents, changes of fields, and
previously unseen data. For example, documents tend to grow over
time as more and more fields are added to the original document
type. Another important use case is the combination of log data
from multiple sources. It is infeasible to define a global schema upfront for analytics on combined log data. As the analytics on JSON
data was expensive in a general DBMS, log data is often analyzed
by specialized providers such as Splunk [55].
JSON tiles handles different document types and copes with
outliers through local computations. Further reordering helps in
randomized insertions of heterogeneous documents.
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Figure 2: Twitter Tweet JSON data extracted into two JSON tiles.
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Statistics: As we collect the smaller JSON tiles, we trace whether
keys have been materialized and compute query optimizer statistics.
We store the statistics information in each JSON tile. The local
statistics are then propagated to generate table statistics such that
they give details about the input data. This information is used to
find efficient query plans that minimize intermediate join results.
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Figure 3: News items [28] with different document types.
({ i , c , t , u_i , r , g_l }, 3). They are maximum itemsets as each
further subset of ({ i , c , t , u_i , r }, 4) has the same frequency.
All details and constraints of the itemset mining algorithm are
explained in Section 3.3.
(3) Extract the union of the maximum itemsets: JSON tiles iterates
over the found itemsets and extracts the key paths as materialized
relational columns. All key paths are materialized from the first
maximum subset. As the first and second maximum subset overlap, only g_l is additionally materialized. This results in the final
extraction of { i , c , t , u_i , r , g_l } for Tile #2.

EXTRACTION

This section presents the fundamental ideas behind JSON tiles and
the algorithms for constructing them.

3.1

"date":
"date":
"date":
"date":
"date":
"date":
"date":
"date":

JSON Tiles

Previous work by Tahara et al. [57] observed that documents in
real-world data sets often have similar structure and they therefore
propose extracting a single schema globally. However, such a global
approach is not robust with respect to heterogeneous or changing
data. Depending on the chosen extraction threshold, many keys will
either fall below the threshold or the resulting relation will have
many attributes with mostly null values. In both cases, performance
will not be optimal for heterogeneous data sets.
We therefore propose to detect the implicit document structure
at a fine granularity (hundreds or thousands of documents rather
than globally). We split the input data into disjunct JSON tiles, for
each of which we detect a local schema. This approach naturally
exploits the spatial locality contained in many data sets and finds
a sweet spot between fast scan performance and the reduction
of uncommon patterns. Our experiments show that a tile size of
210 -212 tuples works well across many workloads.
In the following, we show the extraction steps for JSON tiles.
Tile #2 of Figure 2 acts as our running example. The tile size of the
tweet data is 4 tuples and we use an extraction threshold of 60%.
(1) Collect all key paths for each tuple: A key path is the path of
nested objects and arrays followed to the actual key-value pair. For
an easier notation, we will use only the first letter of each key and
encode the nesting with ’_’. For instance, the tuple with id 5 has the
key paths { i , c , t , u_i , r , g_l }. Tuples 7 and 8 have the same
key paths, whereas tuple 6 lacks g_l .
(2) Use the collected key paths as input for frequent itemset mining:
An itemset is frequent if it exceeds the extraction threshold. The
extraction threshold is the frequency count, which counts how
many tuples contain this itemset, divided by the overall number
of tuples. The itemset miner finds subsets within the collected key
paths that are frequent. In our example, the miner finds two frequent
maximum subsets and their frequency: ({ i , c , t , u_i , r }, 4) and

3.2

Tile Partitions and Tuple Reordering

A new tile is created whenever the number of newly-inserted tuples reaches the tile size. Consequently, the content of JSON tiles
depends on the insertion order. For many applications, the insertion order already provides strong spatial locality and therefore
high-quality JSON tiles. For instance, adding fields over time, as
in the Twitter example, results in almost perfect tiles. However,
workloads like the one shown in Figure 3, where each document
is of a different type, have little spatial locality. Even fine-granular
tiles would result in poor scan performance. In the following, we
describe an approach that solves this issue by reordering tuples
between neighboring tiles.
The goal of the reordering algorithm is to find frequent itemsets
across multiple tiles. The tuples are then reordered such that the
same frequent itemsets are clustered in a single tile. The neighboring tiles grouped together for reordering are denoted as a partition.
Reordering is illustrated in Figure 4, which uses a tile size of 5
tuples and shows 12 tiles that are split into partitions of size 4. Each
tile mines frequent itemsets with a reduced threshold. In the example, every patterned rectangle represents a tuple and the pattern
denotes the frequent itemset that describes the tuple best. If we assume that all of the different patterns have no key paths in common,
no materialization would be possible without reordering. JSON tiles
clusters tuples into the tiles such that every itemset cluster satisfies
the original threshold. The tuples are then distributed accordingly.
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Once the tile redistribution has been performed, most tiles are perfectly extractable in the example. Each tile has a frequent structure
that is over the extraction threshold. However, some tiles contain
tuples that cannot be materialized. In contrast, before reordering
none of the patterns exceeded the threshold in any tile. Our experiments on multiple workloads show that a partition size of 8 tiles
yields good results.
The full algorithm for reordering proceeds as follows:
(1) The frequent itemsets of each individual JSON tile are mined.
As these itemsets are used for reordering, the threshold for being
threshold .
frequent is reduced to partition
size
(2) The itemsets of all tiles within one partition are exchanged.
Itemsets with a frequency of more than threshold ∗ tile size survive.
(3) Every tuple in the partition is matched to the frequent itemset that describes it best. The algorithm picks the largest itemset
that has the most items in common with the tuple. As the itemset
mining needs to be limited (see Section 3.3), ties need to be resolved
such that every tuple that encounters this tie will match the same
itemset. For example, our JSON tiles implementation resolves ties
by minimizing the sum of item ids for equal matches.
(4) While matching the tuples, a hash table aggregates the count
of the itemsets for both the individual tiles and the partition. As
each tuple is only matched to one itemset, the tuples are simply put
into individual tiles such that the original extraction threshold is
reached (if possible). This mapping is computed in a greedy fashion.
(5) With the current count of tuples matching the itemsets in
the tile as well as those required to satisfy the mapping, the swap
positions between tiles are computed. The algorithm iterates over
all tuples. If the tuple is needed in the current tile, no swapping
is performed. Otherwise, the tuple is swapped with another tuple
that matches the need for this tile. For example, a tuple is of itemset
type green and in tile 1. Further, tile 1 needs to be filled with type
purple and tile 2 with type green. First, tile 2 will be searched for a
matching tuple of type purple as this would benefit both tiles. If tile
2 does not have any tuple of type purple, which is directly visible
from the aggregate map, the remaining tiles are searched.
(6) The last step simply computes the itemsets with the original
threshold of the reordered tiles to find the final extraction columns.
Even if tuples belong to different itemsets, they can share key paths.
As is indicated by Figure 4, the tile partitioning parallelizes well
on larger data sets. Each thread is dedicated to a disjoint subset of
the data (partition). No interaction is needed as the information is
disjoint between different threads. During tile creation, no issues
for concurrent scans arise, as the tile is visible to scanners only
once it is fully created. Only if tuples are currently being swapped,
concurrent readers need to block until the swapping is finished.

read #1

read #2

read #3

Aer
reordering

Figure 4: Reordering with partition size 4. Each tile has 5
tuples (vertical) and the extraction threshold is 60%.
To compute frequent itemsets, we rely on an efficient implementation of the FPGrowth algorithm [29]. In comparison to the classic
Apriori [1] variant, FPGrowth does not need to generate candidate
sets. FPGrowth creates a tree of frequent items and recursively iterates over the tree to generate output sets. We collect all keys from
the documents and store them dictionary encoded. Dictionaries are
created for every JSON tile and are used as the database to mine.
Unfortunately, the complexity of the result is a major problem
of itemset mining. Since in the worst case the number of frequent
itemsets is equal to the cardinality of the powerset of frequent items,
we need to restrict the number of computed itemsets. Otherwise,
itemset mining would be prohibitively expensive for tile creation.
As we only want to gracefully decrease precision, the algorithm
computes itemsets until a budget is reached. Smaller itemsets are
computed first as these are needed for larger ones. All frequent items
are used to find potential itemsets that can be used for extraction.
However, the number of elements (𝑘) in the potential sets needs to
be restricted. We denote a budget 𝑢 as the upper bound of itemsets.
𝑘  
∑︁
𝑛
≤ 𝑢 ′ ≤ 2𝑛 − 1, with 𝑢 ′ ≤ 𝑢
(1)
𝑖
𝑖=1
We choose all 1 to 𝑘 subsets of an 𝑛-ary set, resulting in the
summation of the binomials. We compute 𝑘 such that the number
of generated subsets is limited to 𝑢 ′ , which is always smaller than 2𝑛
and 𝑢. Because 𝑘 is dependent on the depth of the recursive mining
of conditional pattern trees generated by FPGrowth, we bound the
operations. As the recursion depth is restricted, the system is not
overloaded during JSON tile materialization.

3.4

Value Types and Key Paths

In JSON, multiple values for the same key do not necessarily have
the same primitive JSON type, e.g., some values are integer and
some are float. If we decide to extract that key, we have to decide
which data type to assign to the extracted column. At the same
time, it must be ensured that the original type information is not
lost and that JSON semantics is maintained.
To solve this problem, the tile extraction algorithm combines the
key path with the primitive JSON type, i.e., each itemset entry is
actually a pair and two key paths only match if their value types
match as well. This way, if several options are available, extraction

Frequent Itemset Mining

JSON tiles uses frequent structures to materialize columns and
redistribute tuples between them. These structures are found by
gathering information on all available key paths. The frequent
itemset miner determines which items are common and therefore
materialized. The knowledge of itemsets helps to find the best
frequent representation so that similar tuples can be redistributed.
Furthermore, reordering within a tile improves compression in
systems that support run-length encoding.
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Γ { c.data->>'c_custkey'::BigInt,
SUM(l.data->>'l_extendedprice'::Decimal

will chose the most common type. Assume, for example, that the
same key path contains integers as well as floats, and that the integers are extracted. This means that the float values cannot be stored
in an extracted form and have to be stored in the binary JSON representation (cf. Section 5). On access, for example when summing
up all values, we therefore traverse the binary representation when
the extracted column value is null. This approach maintains JSON
semantics for outliers, while providing fast scan performance for
the majority of values.

3.5

⨝
⨝

ORDERS o

Nested Objects and Arrays in JSON Tiles

CUSTOMER c

holds a full JSON document. They are stored as JSON strings, which
is a verified human-readable textual representation. JSON columns
do not have any additional information on the structure of the
contained documents. Some systems use a per-document optimized
binary JSON format. This improves access performance by storing
data in a binary representation that has minimal parsing overhead.
The most basic operation on JSON data is attribute access. In the
examples throughout this paper, we use PostgreSQL-style access
operators: the access as JSON type (->) and the access as Text
(->>) expressions evaluate JSON queries [51]. These expressions
are needed since the information is stored in nested objects and
arrays. They return the value to the key (object) or slot (array).
For example, {"id":0, "name":"JSON"} is a JSON object that
holds two keys with one integer and one string value. Assuming that
the user wants to access the id field, it can be requested as a value of
type JSON with object->’id’ resulting in {0}. Note that the result
type is not the integer itself. The access as JSON object function is
necessary to access nested objects since access expressions can only
be evaluated on JSON documents. The other option is to access the
element as text with object->>’id’, which returns the Text "0".
Because the user usually intends to access the pure integer value,
a cast from the string representation is needed. The expression is
therefore rewritten to object->>’id’::Int, which finally outputs
the Integer 0. Umbra follows the PostgreSQL semantics of returning
null if the requested key or any parent key is not present.

4.2

Push Down of Access Expressions

To utilize the scan performance of JSON tiles, changes to the query
plan are necessary. The scan operator needs information on the
keys that are accessed to decide whether extracts of tiles can be
used. Previous work showed that the push down of accesses into
the scan operator is crucial to heterogeneous data formats [33]. In
the following, we describe the push down of JSON accesses and
explain the steps to integrate JSON tiles into the query plan.
Figure 5 shows the query plan of a simplified version of TPC-H
query 10 that uses JSON. In this example, the data is stored in a
single JSON column (data). Each row is transformed into a JSON
document such that every column name works as the key in the
JSON objects. Because the operators above the scan need the JSON
string for expression evaluation, each table scan operator has to
produce the whole JSON string. Using the whole string when only
parts are needed is inefficient.
As JSON tiles relies on the usage of extracted columns, the table
scan operator needs to know which parts of the JSON data are
accessed. If access expressions are evaluated further up the query
plan, the table scan needs to provide the raw JSON data and cannot

INTEGRATION

JSON tiles touches many components of the DBMS. This section
explains the adaptions that are necessary for a seamless integration.

4.1

LINEITEM l
{ o.data->>'o_custkey'::BigInt
= c.data->>'c_custkey'::BigInt }

Figure 5: Join tree of simplified TPC-H query 10 before access expression push down.

A major feature of JSON is its capability to nest objects arbitrarily.
Our extraction algorithm handles nesting by encoding it into the
key path. During extraction, JSON tiles thereby do not have to
distinguish between nested and non-nested objects. During the
key path retrieval, the nesting level is computed as well as the
followed keys. In the Twitter example (Figure 2), the nested key lat
is extracted and encoded with its nested path (geo→lat).
Accessing nested column extracts require some care. For example, the access to ’key’→’nestedKey’ could first extract the
object key and then use a regular JSON lookup or access nestedKey
directly if available. Usually, a direct access to nestedKey is preferred. However, the database needs to know whether an access to
key is needed as other expressions could use key as well.
To overcome this issue, JSON tiles recognizes during the scan
operation whether the other levels of the key path are needed. We
count how often each key is used as multiple expressions are able to
share the same paths. If the path is used exclusively by one expression and the nestedKey is materialized, the intermediate access is
removed. The final lookup is a simple access of this extracted key.
Another interesting challenge arises from heavily nested arrays.
If the number of elements in an array is similar in all documents of a
tile, JSON tiles is able to materialize all frequent elements. However,
if the number varies, JSON tiles materializes only the leading elements that are frequent across all documents. For example, if every
document contains an array with 𝑥 elements but some documents
have 𝑥 + 𝑐 array elements, only the first 𝑥 elements are extracted.
This issue can be addressed by combining our approach with
prior work. Deutsch et al. [19] distinguish between high-cardinality
arrays and small-set arrays. The issue described only arises with
high-cardinality arrays that contain many nested objects and differ
significantly in the element count. Related work suggests extracting
high-cardinality arrays into separate tables. The details on the orthogonal problem of detecting high-cardinality arrays are discussed
in [19, 54]. After these arrays are determined, our JSON tiles extraction algorithm is used to automatically materialize additional tables
from the detected arrays. In Section 6.3, we evaluate a combined
approach in the presence of high-cardinality arrays.

4

* (1 - l.data->>'l_discount'::Decimal)) }
{ l.data->>'l_orderkey'::BigInt
= o.data->>'o_orderkey'::BigInt }

Accessing JSON Attributes

In relational database systems, JSON data is usually stored in a
single column of a table. Each value of this kind of JSON column
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as columns. Therefore, the access on the raw JSON data must be
performed if no extract is found.
Accesses on JSON tiles use the information stored in the header
of each tile to find the correct position of the requested data. The
key path is stored as a string with information on the nesting depth
(the number of nested levels) and the size of the string. We compute
the matching of key paths in linear time, as the number of different
key paths is limited within a single tile. Since it is expensive to
calculate the availability of materialized columns per tuple, the
calculations is performed once per tile. It is cached and reused for
all the following tuples of the same tile.
If a materialized column is available, the header of JSON tiles is
used to compute the access information. The matching column start
position is computed by the position of the tile data and the offset
into the matching column. The type information of the column
is used to load the data and determine the best cast options. In
Section 4.3, we show the rewriting of the cast expression that is
used by both JSON tiles and our binary representation (Section 5.4).
To find the correct materialized column, our algorithm uses the
key path and the requested types as inputs. If the types do not
match, we test whether the types are both numerical values or
the request type is a cast to Text. The former type suggests that it
is easy to cast between the extracted and desired value. The only
exceptions are values of type Date or Time. These are not allowed
to be transformed to a textual representation. This restriction is
explained further in Section 4.9.

utilize the materialized columns of JSON tiles. Thus, the access
expression evaluation has to be pushed down into the scan operator.
We use placeholders for expressions and hand the computation of
the access expressions over to the table scan operator. The result of
an expression is then available at this location and directly usable by
a parent operator. If a column extract of an expression is available,
the data is read from the extract and the placeholder simply points
to the materialized data. Otherwise, the raw JSON value is accessed.

4.3

Cast Rewriting

Because the return type of JSON accesses is Text, it is important
to also push down the cast type information to the scan operator.
Otherwise, the materialized types need to be transformed to Text
first and later have to be transformed back to the cast requested
type. This introduces a large query runtime overhead.
During the optimization phase of the RDBMS, cast rewriting
reduces this overhead. The RDBMS checks whether the input expression of the cast is an access as Text lookup. If so, the cast result
type determines which specialized access expression is used.
The RDBMS implements optimized access expressions for every
data type that is defined for JSON documents (Section 5.1). Since
these types are also used for the JSON tiles extraction, it is beneficial
to rewrite these expensive casts. If the original type matches the cast
result, we simply delete the cast operator and return the evaluated
access expression directly. Otherwise, we reduce cast overhead as
a better cast option is chosen. For example, a BigInt stored element
key with the lookup x->>’key’::Float is rewritten to a BigInt
lookup followed by a cheap cast to Float.

4.4

4.6

The query optimizer relies on cardinalities and selectivities to find a
suitable query plan. In particular, join ordering relies on statistics to
minimize intermediate join results. Without any tile statistics, the
content of the JSON column is completely opaque to the database.
Consequently, the optimizer has no information on how often a
key path exists in a document and on the possible values. This
can result in poor query plans and slow queries – in particular for
complex, multi-table queries.
When constructing JSON tiles, we gather additional information
for each tile. However, for join ordering the information needs to
be available for the complete table. Thus, the information of the
individual tiles is aggregated to leverage the data insights during
query optimization. The additional tile information is used for
optimizations as discussed in Section 4.8.
In the following, we describe the steps necessary to provide
per-column statistics and estimators for JSON tiles. We use a fixed
number of frequency counters and HyperLogLog [25] sketches for
the extracted paths. The frequency counters are used to argue about
the cardinality of the keys in the data. If, for example, a query requests replies is not null from the tweet data of Figure 2, only
5 out of 8 tuples match. Our JSON tiles implementation collects
HyperLogLog sketches as these are the primary source of domain
statistics in Umbra. The collection of regular histograms would
work analogously. We suggest 64 sketches and 256 frequency counters as an upper bound on the statistics to restrict the maximum
amount of memory used for query optimization.
During frequent itemset mining (Section 3.3), the frequency of all
key paths within a tile is computed. The frequency of the key paths
is used as the starting point for itemset mining. Each entry of the

Storing the JSON Tiles Header

Because JSON tiles detects frequent document structures from the
input seen locally, the extracted columns vary between different
tiles. Thus, each tile needs its own header describing its seen and
materialized data. For accessing materialized data, JSON tiles needs
to store the extracted key paths and the corresponding value types.
Since tiles vary in data and size, they are not directly stored in the
fixed-sized part of the relation but in the variable-sized data. Only
the pointer to the header is stored in the relation to map from tuples
to the corresponding tile. Offsets into the variable-size data remain
static as we either append the memory region or fill empty spaces.
In addition to the key path information and the type, the original
JSON column is needed as the relation could contain multiple JSON
columns. Moreover, JSON tiles stores the information on whether
the key path is used with another type and whether null values
are possible. The type information is necessary for correctness
since the same key can have different values across the database.
This is particularly interesting for JSON tiles, as null entries are
often avoided due to a fine-grained JSON tiles size. For further
optimizations, shown in Sections 4.6 and 4.8, the key paths that are
not extracted are stored as well. Because the number of keys may
be large, we store the key paths in a bloom filter [35].

4.5

Optimizer Integration

Access Expression Evaluation

Information about the availability of an extracted column is only
known during the table scan of each JSON tile. Because JSON tiles
only materializes the frequent structures, not all keys are stored
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database consists of the key and the number of occurrences in the
tile. As described in Section 4.4, this database is also stored in the
tile header. We update the relation-wide frequency counters (256
slots) if the key exists or replace empty slots as long as available. If
all slots are utilized, we start replacing slots according to the most
recent tile number that last updated that slot and the frequency
count of the keys. Hence, new values can overwrite existing ones,
however, the most frequent ones are always stored in the statistics.
To retrieve the cardinality of the keys, we simply use the frequency counters. If the key is not present in the frequency counters,
we leverage the smallest available counter for this access. We argue
that the missing counter will behave most similarly to the key with
the minimal frequency of all retrieved counters. Although the smallest retrieved frequency is still an approximation, the results are
significantly more accurate than using the global count of tuples.
Similar to the frequency counters, we collect statistics about the
domain of the associated value of key paths with HyperLogLog
sketches. When a tile is created, the inserted values are directly
sampled. Hence, JSON tiles creates sketches without noticeable
overhead. To aggregate the sketches at the relation level, we use the
same replacement strategy as described with frequency counters.
Note that HyperLogLog sketches are easy to combine.
During query optimization, the filter predicates on materialized
JSON tiles leverage the distinct counts of the HyperLogLog sketches.
With this information, better join orders are possible as the resulting join cardinality estimation is improved. Furthermore, different
documents are sampled statically at query plan generation to find
more accurate estimations. This improves the sketch estimates and
creates new estimates if no HyperLogLog sketch is available.

4.7

two properties can change at an operator and expression level.
For example, an inner-join on top of the access expression has
the property that null values are skipped as the join condition is
evaluated as false. Another example for skipping null values are
comparisons, e.g., the expression where x->>’key’::Float > 1.
Thus, if the expression is not found and null values are skipped or
evaluated as false, the whole JSON tile has no valuable information.
These tiles are then skipped to improve performance.

4.9

Because the exact representation of values need to be restored
during accesses, the extraction of Dates and Times from strings is
complex. As many different formats exist, it is hard to guarantee
the recreation of the original string. We use a hybrid method to
store Dates and Times in which the access type is leveraged. If
the database user casts the value into Date or Time, JSON tiles
does not need to recreate the exact string representation. As a
result, any correct internal representation can be used to satisfy
the request. Therefore, JSON tiles extracts possible Date and Time
values because these are probably accessed as such.
To find columns that store Dates and Times, we first sample on
the potential column. If the string-encoded values match a Date
or Time type, we extract these values encoded as SQL Timestamp.
When the user casts the access to any Date- or Time-like type,
the extracted Timestamp value is used to cast to the defined type.
Otherwise, the string representation of the binary JSON is returned
retaining the input format.

Updates

5

As JSON tiles creates columnar chunks, we can simply update the
values of the keys that were changed. As variable-length data is
tracked in a separate memory region with offsets, value updates
can be computed in place. If the new document does not contain
some of the extracted keys, null values in the respective columns
indicate the absence of these keys. Note that the tile header needs
to add all new access paths to the bloom filter. Otherwise, queries
that scan the data could incorrectly skip the changed tiles.
Tiles need to be recomputed only if many outlier documents
are introduced. An outlier document is defined as one that does
not overlap with the existing extracted keys. As the recomputation
of the materialized JSON tiles are costly, the computation should
only be triggered after the majority of the tuples do not match the
current extracted JSON tiles schema.

4.8

Date and Time Extraction

BINARY JSON FORMAT

JSON tiles extracts the frequent key paths of documents; however,
some data sets contain outliers and infrequent keys that are not
materialized. This section presents a new optimized binary format
that allows fast access to individual keys of such infrequent objects.
An optimized format is necessary as JSON is a human-readable
data format. Each access results in an expensive parsing of the raw
string. The goals for the binary format are fast lookups in objects
and arrays, typed values, and few cache misses. The format must
further conform to RFC 8259 [13], which defines the general JSON
representation and needed value types.
Several binary JSON formats were developed to efficiently transfer data [26, 32, 49]. These formats, however, are not optimized for
fast accesses and focus on (de-) serialization support. DBMS that use
custom binary formats include PostgreSQL and MongoDB [45, 52].
Although the latter formats are better suited for query processing than exchange formats, they do not combine a logarithmic
worst-case runtime for lookups with continuous memory accesses.
Our JSONB format is optimized to provide O (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) accesses
to the correct key in objects and O (1) accesses to array elements.
Moreover, objects and arrays are forward iterateable such that all
key-value pairs – even nested objects – can be accessed continuously without memory address jumps. This results in fewer cache
misses for nested accesses. The physical types used in our binary
JSON representation match the RFC requirement and are also used
by JSON tiles as mentioned in Section 3.3. Hence, the cast rewriting
presented in Section 4.3 is a universal access optimization.

Skip Tiles Without Matches

Because JSON tiles collects tuples locally, some tiles do not contain
certain key paths. If an expression is searching for such a path,
skipping these tiles seems valuable.
The simple skipping of tiles that do not provide a key path,
similar to the previous work on efficient column stores [36, 53],
leads to incorrect results. Accessing a value from a key that was not
found returns a null value. Skipping null values results in incorrect
results, for example, some aggregates count null values.
To overcome this issue, our system tracks the optimization path
of skipping null values and whether null is evaluated as false. These
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Due to restructuring, some of the unimportant properties of the
original document get lost, such as whitespace information or the
order of keys in the input. We argue, aligned with the guidelines
of using binary JSON in PostgreSQL, that the gains in query performance outweigh the ability to recreate the exact syntax of the
input [52]. Apart from the syntactic restriction, our JSONB document is round-trip safe. Thus, all other properties and the exact
value representation can be reconstructed.

5.1

key 1
key 2

offset 1
offset n

element / payload 1
element / payload 2
...

element / payload n

key n

Figure 6: JSONB representation of an object.
the start and end quotes are simply added to the Numeric output.
The key motivation is that strings that are representable as Numeric
will probably be used as numeric values. Query execution benefits
by performing a smaller number of expensive casts from strings.

JSONB Storage Format

To provide interoperability and correctness, our binary JSON format
conforms to RFC 8259 [13]. It defines objects, arrays, numbers,
strings, and three literals. Our binary format uses the following
data types to represent the type definitions. Each type has an 8-bit
header with the type identifier and additional information.
Numeric Integers use the SQL type BigInt. We store small
values (< 23) in the integer header, otherwise, we calculate the
number of bytes needed to represent the integer and store the
amount in the header. The size-optimal integer follows the header.
Numeric Floats store the remaining numeric values, using the
SQL Float datatype represented with IEEE 754 double precision.
RFC 8259 relies on double-precision floats for the remaining numerics as they are “generally available", “widely used", and “good
interoperability can be achieved" [13]. We further optimize for
smaller precision levels (half-floats, and single-precision floats) if
the conversion from double-precision floats is lossless.
Literals use a special header representing the value.
Objects contain all key-value pairs including nested objects
and arrays. Objects need an object header, followed by an integer
representing the number of elements in that object. The integer
uses the minimum number of bytes as defined for Numeric Integers.
This is followed by an offset into the object for every element. Each
offset points to the end of the corresponding element. The offset
key follows the payload in every element slot. Note that nested
objects and arrays are also stored in the payload such that we
can iterate over the object without memory address jumps. Keys
are further sorted to accelerate lookups and guarantee O (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛))
accesses since we can use binary search to find the correct entry.
The representation is illustrated in Figure 6.
Arrays are stored similar to objects but do not use keys.
Strings are stored with the possibility to use unicode characters.
The exact representation matches the RFC 8259 definition.

5.2

number of elements

object
offset 2

5.3

Two-Pass Transformation Algorithm

Our JSONB format stores nested objects within the parent object. This allows for continuous accesses without memory address
jumps. Continuously stored data increases locality and reduces
cache misses. However, this makes object creation harder as the
object size depends on the size of its nested objects and arrays. For
example, the object with a nesting level of 0 only knows its size after
the sizes of the inner objects have been computed. The simple approach of on-the-fly resizing is not feasible as resizing is expensive
and needs to be performed for every inner object. Our compressed
storage algorithm for floats and integers even aggravates this issue.
To overcome the problem of resizing, we propose a two-pass
algorithm. In the first iteration, we check for validation errors and
calculate the required memory for every JSONB type. This is possible because we remember the computed nesting level and perform a
depth-first calculation. Note that depth-first is the order as defined
in the input of JSON documents. Nested objects are textually represented within the parent object. Hence, we can simply forward
iterate over the input. In the second iteration, we use the information of the first pass to allocate the right amount of memory and
transform the data without further checks. In total, we iterate twice
over the input data. However, this is usually not a performance
issue because most JSON objects fit into the CPU cache.

5.4

Accessing Elements

Since JSON documents consist of objects and arrays that contain
the information, the user typically looks up only specific parts of
them. Umbra uses the access as JSONB -> and the access as Text
->> expressions to lookup the values of objects and arrays.
The access expression is implemented in two phases. First, a
lookup into the object or array is executed. Object keys can be accessed in O (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) since keys are sorted and binary search is used
to perform the positioning. Because arrays are stored sequentially,
we can access the element in O (1). The second phase extracts the
found value. The default extracted SQL types are JSONB (->) and
Text (->>). As a result, the storage of the right type would reduce
the performance if the access needs to cast to Text.
The database user usually casts the access result to the desired
type, e.g., x->>’key’::Integer. Our system analyzes the cast and,
if possible, directly returns the correct result type instead of the
string representation. Otherwise, it parses the value as Text and
performs the cast afterwards.

Detection of Numerics in Strings

As RFC 8259 does not specify any precision for JSON numbers,
strings are usually used to preserve the exact representation. For
example, monetary values should not be represented as floatingpoint values. As a result, a decimal-valued price is usually stored as
string. We auto-detect numeric values hidden in strings and extend
our binary JSON format with an additional numeric string type.
During the transformation, we check whether the complete
string, except the start and end quotes, can be represented as an SQL
Numeric. We first test whether the input string is a valid numerical
value (digits, point, etc.). If so, round-trip safety is guaranteed since
the exact representation can always be reconstructed with the help
of scale and precision. Because the original input must be a string,
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Figure 8: Scalability of internal competitors.
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Combined TPC-H JSON

Our initial experiments are based on TPC-H. As this benchmark is
based on a relational schema, we first explain the steps necessary
to convert the data to JSON. Queries are modified similarly to the
example query shown in Section 4.2. We modify TPC-H such that
every row of each table is represented as a JSON object with the
column names as the keys of the object. Thus, each JSON document
contains the schema of the table and the values of one row. To simulate a combined log data workload with different JSON documents,
we combine the different structures of these multiple relations into
a single one. Although the documents are adapted in JSONized
TPC-H, the queries return the same result as queries executed on
the original TPC-H relations. Data loading is performed in parallel
and uses all cores which leads to an imperfect insertion order.
In the following, we focus on chokepoints for TPC-H, which
have been elaborated by previous work [11, 21]. Therefore, the
results of the queries Q1 (expression calculation & aggregation),
Q3 (join & aggregation), and Q18 (join) are shown in detail. The
execution times of all TPC-H queries are shown in Table 1.
Query 1 only accesses items of the original lineitem table and
performs low-cardinality aggregations with expensive expression
calculations. As visually illustrated in Figure 7, our approach is
an order of magnitude faster than Spark with Parquet and Hyper,
which are both able to leverage a large fraction of the available
cores. In comparison to other approaches within Umbra, visualized
in Figure 8, we are able to speed up the computation by a factor
of 3. As Query 1 relies on date expressions, our date and time
optimization helps to significantly outperform Sinew. Umbra scales
with a rising number of cores despite executing a single pipeline.
On the other hand, Query 18 joins multiple original tables with
groups, and is therefore a chokepoint for join and high-cardinality
aggregation performance. PostgreSQL uses a sub-optimal join order which results in very low performance. Although the lineitem
columns accessed by the query are extracted with Sinew, the query
performance is 4× slower than JSON tiles. This is a result of the
missing information on cardinalities and the non-materialized tuples of customer and order data. Query 3 contains an expensive
aggregation and performs joins. Our approach dominates all others
since the optimal join order is computed and all lineitem fields are
materialized.

Tiles
0.030
0.035
0.030
0.026
0.045
0.010
0.103
0.062
0.153
0.067
0.068
0.061
0.044
0.017
0.018
0.048
0.026
0.050
0.057
0.042
0.103
0.016

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We integrated JSON tiles into our high-performance relational database system Umbra that supports SQL, columnar storage, and efficient memory management [23, 47]. We compare it with the following industrial-strength database systems: PostgreSQL (12.4) with its
binary JSONB format, Tableau Hyper (0.11556) with its JSON format
(no binary JSON available), Apache Spark (3.0) with Apache Parquet
(Dremel), and Apache Spark with MongoDB (3.6). Because MongoDB
does not support joins, Spark is used to schedule the queries. The
mandatory sampling of the MongoDB data is not accounted.
Besides this system-wide comparison, we also integrated a number of prior JSON handling proposals into our system (sharing
the optimizer and query engine): human-readable JSON format,
our binary JSONB representation as described in Section 5, Sinew,
which extracts the whole table with the original proposed 60% tablefrequency using our JSONB format, and JSON tiles with JSONB.
Unless otherwise noted, we use the tile size 210 , partition size 8,
and extraction threshold 60%.
All experiments were performed on an AMD Ryzen Threadripper
1950X (16 cores, 32 threads) with 64 GB of main memory. The system
runs Ubuntu 20.04 and uses a Samsung 850 Pro SSD (2TB).

6.2

Combined Yelp

To confirm the findings of the TPC-H benchmark, we test additional
queries on the real-world Yelp data set (∼9 GB) [64]. We define five
queries on top of the data to gather interesting business insights [22].
Table 2 shows the results for all Yelp queries. For example, Yelp
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Query 4 counts the number of reviews in groups of stars. Because
the number of reviews is large, Sinew also materializes all fields
needed for this query. The performance of our approach and Sinew
is very similar in this example, which results from the extraction
of the star rating. Although this is one of the best cases for Sinew,
our approach is able to slightly increase the performance, which
highlights the small static overhead per JSON tile. JSON tiles has a
higher throughput due to the skipping defined in Section 4.8.

Figure 12: Yelp Geo-mean.
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Figure 13: Tweet Geo-mean.

Shuffled TPC-H

To demonstrate the robustness of our novel partitioning algorithm, we manually shuffled the TPC-H table before loading.
Thus, during the insertion no local tuple patterns are retained.
JSON tiles with a partitioning of 8
3
and a tile size of 210 is able to reduce
the query runtime significantly. Fig2
ure 9 shows the geometric mean of the
shuffled TPC-H benchmark. The JSON
1
string representation has poor perfor0
mance due to the parsing needed for
N
B ew l es
JSO JSON Si n T i
every document. Although JSONB and
Sinew are able to significantly increase
Figure 9: Shuffled
performance, JSON tiles can further imTPC-H Geo-mean.
prove on these results by a factor of 4x.
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Table 2: Execution times for all Yelp queries in seconds.
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Twitter

As we use Twitter as our running example, we benchmark multiple
queries on an excerpt of tweets from June 1, 2020 (∼31 GB) [22,
58]. Tiles-* combines JSON tiles with extracting high-cardinality
arrays as discussed in Section 3.5. We extract high-cardinality arrays
(hashtags, mentions) and store them in an additional JSON tiles
relation. Queries join these relations with the original Twitter table.
Query 1 selects the tweets of the most influential users of the
day. Although the user object is mandatory in tweets and extracted
by both Tiles and Sinew, we are able to outperform the competitors.
The deleted tweets of each user are aggregated with query 2. Deletions use a different JSON structure that is not frequent globally.
This structure is reordered and can be materialized in some tiles.
Query 3 selects tweets that mention @ladygaga (user_mentions
array), and query 4 selects tweets that include the hashtag #COVID
(hashtags array). As both rely on the extraction of high-cardinality
arrays, only a subset of the items is materialized within JSON tiles.
JSON Tiles-* outperforms all competitors by joining the matching
high-cardinality arrays with the base Twitter data.
Table 4 shows
Table 4: Geo-mean of Twitter.
the geo-mean runJSON JSONB Sinew Tiles Tiles-* time on a data set
that changes its
Twitter 11.803 0.258 0.239 0.122 0.054
Changing 11.683 0.236 0.182 0.115 0.054 tweet structure as
described in Section 2.2 [22, 61]. As the changes in the JSON structure reduce the
number of matches, most systems have an improved geometric
mean. JSON tiles can easily adopt to unseen access keys and does
not introduce null values if an access path is absent.

6.5

Tile and Partition Size

The choice of the tile and partition size has impact on the insertion
time and materialization quality. The following experiments show
how to find robust values for these settings.
Figures 10, 12, and 13 show the different choices and the resulting
geometric mean for the respective workloads. The more partitions
are enabled, the better the reordering. Even in naturally ordered
data sets (e.g., Yelp and sequential TPC-H), the parallel insertion into
our database (32 threads) creates outliers and imperfect data. Hence,
the reordering is also beneficial there. Considering the insertion
performance, Figure 11 highlights that a tile size of less than 214
and a partition size of less than or equal to 8 do not introduce any
overhead. Thus, we recommend tile size 210 and partition size 8.

6.6

Optimizations for JSON Tiles

For the TPC-H and Yelp workloads, Figure 14 shows the impact of
the optimizations discussed in Section 4.8 and 4.9. The skipping of
tiles without matches is an optimization that helps to speed computations if the number of different JSON document types is higher.
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Shuffled

Because many realworld workloads use
queries that are constrained by date ranges,
the extraction of date
and time is beneficial.
As Figure 14 shows,
the optimizations improve the performance
considerably.

Yelp

0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

Figure 14: Geometric means of
different optimization levels.
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Figure 15: Throughput of Figure 16: Insertion time
the summation query.
breakdown (32 threads).

Micro Benchmark

The following micro benchmark demonstrates that our approach
has only minimal static overhead for each JSON tile while gaining
robustness. JSON tiles is able to achieve an order of magnitude
improvements in comparison to only using binary JSON documents.
To explain the overhead behavior, we choose a query that is
executed optimally by both the regular relational system and Sinew.
The query simply sums up the linenumber field. Sinew extracts the
column perfectly just like JSON tiles. The performance is shown in
Figure 15, the corresponding low-level CPU performance counters
are shown in Table 5. The benchmarks labeled with “Comb." use the
combined TPC-H, whereas the others use the original lineitem table.
Note that the relational approach cannot use combined TPC-H.
First, the materialization of JSON tiles leads to significant improvements over using the raw or binary optimized JSON formats.
The performance of both extraction algorithms is similar to a pure
relational TPC-H workload if the original lineitem table is used. The
imperfect combined data consists of outliers and different structures
because of the parallel data loading. The performance is reduced for
the extraction algorithms, however, it is still an order of magnitude
faster than when only JSONB is used. The relational table needs
32 instructions per tuple, Sinew 65, and JSON tiles 70. As this is
the perfect extraction workload for Sinew, it is expected that the
increased robustness requires some additional computations.
Table 5: Low-level performance counters for the summation
query on lineitem; normalized per tuple computed.
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Figure 17: Parallel loading (numbers in 1000 tuples/sec).
Figure 16 breaks down the time needed for the different steps
to create JSON tiles. Most of the insertion time is spent for storing the binary JSON data. Note that the expensive creation of the
binary JSON is not measured as these steps are further up the
pipeline. Although the JSON tiles operations require computation
time, the overall loading times indicate that these computations
do not change the insertion speed significantly. For example, the
shuffled TPC-H spends a crucial amount of time on reordering,
however, Figure 11 shows that this does not result in slower overall
insertion times. Also, the insertion times do not change between
partition sizes for small tile sizes.
We measured the
Table 6: Size in MB (% of JSONB).
size needed to store
JSON JSONB +Tiles
+LZ4-Tiles JSON tiles in Table 6
to analyze the storTPC-H 3092
2766 665 (24%) 317 (11%)
age requirements.
Yelp
8657
7809 718 (9%) 237 (3%)
In our current
Twitter 31271 24106 706 (3%) 247 (1%)
implementation,
JSON tiles are materialized in addition to the original JSONB data.
All benefits of JSON tiles come with only a moderate size overhead.
As TPC-H consists of few strings and many extractable columns,
the overhead is the highest there. Only 3% overhead results in
significantly improved performance for Twitter. Because the data
of JSON tiles are stored in columnar format, we can achieve strong
compression ratios. For example, LZ4 compression on JSON tiles
can further reduce storage consumption by a factor of 2-3x.

Data Loading and Storage Consumption

As our approach preprocesses the data during insertion, we measure
the time needed to load the data sets. Figure 17 shows the loading
times of all systems. The fastest system for TPC-H and Yelp is
Hyper, which just stores the raw JSON string in the database and
uses almost-instant data file loading [46].
Focusing on the overhead of JSON tiles, only a small reduction compared to the raw JSON and binary JSON insertion times
are noticeable. The performance drop by Sinew results from the
single-threaded frequency algorithm and the materialization of the
detected columns. For a fair comparison, Sinew eagerly extracts
the data after the insertion.

6.9

JSON Binary Formats with Nesting

As some documents cannot be extracted, we rely on a highperformance binary JSON representation. We compare our binary
format, referred to as JSONB below, to the BSON implementation
from MongoDB’s open source C++ driver [45], and the JsonCons
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Figure 19: Storage size consumption Figure 20: Performance of random accompared to JSON string.
cesses with different nesting levels.

C++ CBOR implementation [49]. To demonstrate a wide variety of
complex and nested JSON documents, we use standardized JSON
files from the SIMD-JSON repository [37].
First, we analyze the serialization and deserialization performance of the different JSON formats. Figure 18 shows the slowdown
of the other two approaches compared to our JSONB implementation. JSONB is the fastest format in all serialization workloads and
only three deserialization workloads are beneficial for CBOR.
The normalized costs for storing the JSON documents in a binary
format are shown in Figure 19. CBOR’s space requirements are the
lowest as this is used mostly to exchange messages. In comparison
to MongoDB’s BSON, our representation uses less disk space.
Our binary representation has the best lookup performance,
which is shown in Figure 20. Accessing keys within a document
requires the object to be extracted in CBOR. This reduces the access
performance significantly. Our O (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)) object key lookup is superior to the linear-time algorithm of BSON. Thus, JSONB achieves
large performance gains for random accesses.

7

JSONB

100000

their feature set for querying is limited and analytical (columnar)
accesses are slow as these systems are optimized for point accesses.
Raw Data Processing: Another approach of accessing JSON
files is to query raw files without explicitly loading them. After
defining the queries and providing the raw files, the system should
return the results without any loading delay [30]. Modern database
systems try to saturate the wire speed to keep the loading gap small.
Raw systems have reduced performance on multiple queries as the
data is not stored as efficiently as possible [46].
Other approaches, e.g., NoDB [2], use in-situ raw accesses [10,
16, 50] to query the raw files directly. This requires the data to
be parsed quickly. For both structured and semi-structured data,
parsers such as FAD.js, Mison or SIMD-JSON use modern CPU
properties for fast reads [12, 27, 37, 39]. Raw filters are used to
speed up the parsing and reduce the amount of data ingested into
the database [48, 63].
JSON Schema Retrieval: Inspired by the usage of JSON
Schema [31], which is a work-in-progress description language
for JSON, recent theoretical work [9, 20] has studied schema inference for JSON data. Although these approaches can describe the
inherent JSON schema accurately, the computation of the schema
file is expensive as all optional and required schema fields have
to be enumerated. Different JSON documents in large-scale data
sets can further decrease the performance, as the existence of many
optional fields makes it harder to choose the right fields to extract.

RELATED WORK

Due to the increasing importance of semi-structured data, many
systems have been developed to handle different data documents.
In the following, we differentiate between database systems and
raw data processing systems.
Database Systems with JSON Support: With the rising usage of JSON, relational database systems integrate storage solutions for these data formats. One common idea is to store and
index the data such that consequent accesses can be evaluated efficiently [3, 15, 18, 33, 40, 41, 56, 62]. Sinew [57] extends PostgreSQL
with the approach of extracting data from the whole table, which
incurs robustness problems for changing or combined data. This
reduces query performance as only a certain number of keys are
extracted [51, 57]. Our system focuses on the efficient and robust
storage of JSON data to satisfy multiple user queries thereafter.
Proteus [33] builds indexes on top of JSON data to speed up
accesses. Recache accelerates processing of heterogeneous formats
by caching accesses of the data according to the query workload [8].
Other systems, such as Apache Spark [7] or Hive [59], use different
storage plugins for heterogeneous data. Apache Parquet [6] and
Avro [5] are common formats for storing JSON data. Although these
plugins are quite robust, e.g., record shredding of Dremel [42], the
performance of Spark on combined data is severely reduced.
NoSQL systems such as MongoDB [44], Couchbase [17], and DocumentDB [4] store semi-structured documents directly. However,

8

CONCLUSION

We presented JSON tiles, a collection of algorithms and techniques
for deeply integrating high-performance JSON support into relational database systems. High scan performance is achieved by
extracting the frequent parts of the data into chunks of materialized
JSON data. During the materialization we collect statistics about the
data so that the query optimizer of the RDBMS is able to find good
query plans. The materialized chunks are robust to heterogeneous
data as we find globally and locally frequent structures. We further
infer data types from the textual representation. If attributes cannot
be extracted, we use an optimized binary format for JSON so that
object lookups are in logarithmic time of the keys within an object.
The experimental evaluation shows that our approach is an order
of magnitude faster on imperfect and combined workloads, without
adding any significant overhead to perfectly-structured data.
This project has received funding from the European Research
Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme (grant agreement No 725286).
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